Dragon Husband
Chapter 1505 Wiliam! Very strong!
Wiliam’s words once again caused everyone’s exclamation.
He even gave up his most powerful magic weapon silver needle!
On the contrary, it is not ashamed to say that a pair of fists is more than enough!
Crazy to lawless!
Does he really think he can defeat the elders!
After all, there is still a state of difference!
Don’t look at the half-step Congenital Peak and Congenital Secret Realm with only a star and a half!
However, after crossing the congenital secret realm, you will know what kind of realm it is!
Mood! Internal force! There are totally two levels!
In the blink of an eye, Wiliam had already blasted towards Wenrentian!
Wen Ren Tianqing yelled, “Do you really think you are a heavenly soldier? I will abolish you today!”
With that said, he also punched and smashed at Wiliam fiercely!
Fist to fist!
“Bang!” A dull voice rang between them!
A violent breath swept the audience in an instant.
With one punch down, the two of them were deadlocked.
And Wenren Tianqing showed a trace of dazedness at this moment!
He thought that he had done his best with this punch.
But the energy from Wiliam’s fist made him feel suffocated!
It seems that this huge world has only the fist of Wiliam, lawless!
“Drink!” Wen Ren Tianqing yelled, his hands soaring!
The two of them moved back together!

Wiliam stepped back three feet, and Wen Ren Tianqing also stepped back two feet before looking to
stop.
This punch is enough to make people crazy!
Not only did Wiliam not be repelled, but he was evenly matched!
Wenren Tianqing is an elder!
Just thinking about it, Wiliam rushed out again!
There is no practice!
No footwork!
There is no way of thinking!
It’s a simple punch!
The people at the scene were shocking!
How arrogant is Wiliam?
Not only does it not need magic weapons, but it doesn’t even use the mind-control method!
He is like a street gangster, fighting completely with brute force!
Wenren Tianqing saw his heart burn with anger!
Too much deception!
This kid clearly looks down on himself!
Step on the horse with the most savage fist, hit the most savage fake?
“Get out of here!” Wen Ren Tianqing roared fiercely, and rushed towards Wiliam!
The two fought together instantly.
“Boom boom boom!”
The constant roar came from between the two of them.
The speed of the two is extremely fast, so fast that it is dizzying.
And everyone couldn’t see how many times the two played against each other in a short span of time.
A few minutes later, accompanied by a roar, Wen Ren Tianqing forcibly broke free from the battle!
His gaze at the moment has completely changed.
Don’t dare to despise Wiliam anymore!

I also didn’t dare to rely on the advantage of defeating him by one realm anymore!
His heart was full of deep anger and powerlessness!
In the midst of the battle, he knew best what happened just now!
Wiliam was like a poisonous snake, completely entangled him.
Wenren Tianqing wanted to use the exercises and the mind.
But the situation does not allow it!
Wiliam is like a snake, extremely fast.
Soon when Wenren Tianqing wanted to mobilize his mind, he was always interrupted arbitrarily!
So fast that Wenren Tianqing can only parry frequently, can only use the most primitive fist to block!
These few minutes are not long.
But Wenren Tianqing had already started to gasp a little.
However, he was finally relieved!
Wiliam looks a little uglier than him now.
Wiliam had suffered ten punches before physically taking ten punches, plus the brute force attack just
now. Now he has many bruises and scars on his body.
With his upper body naked, these scars are particularly obvious.
Wen Ren Tianqing saw this scene, only slightly relaxed.
This kid also knows that he will retreat in the face of difficulties.
Just thinking about it, Wiliam rushed up again.
Another brute force impact!
“Damn!” Wenren Tianqing couldn’t help cursing.
Don’t be fatal, and shameless!
This kid is too difficult!
As if by the law, Wen Ren Tianqing couldn’t keep up with Wiliam’s speed a bit, but fortunately, he
thought he was strong and had a slight advantage in the scene.
The people at the scene looked dry.
What kind of fighting flow is this special?

Is it like a world-destroying battle between two strong men?
It’s just messing around.
But they also completely changed their impression of Wiliam!
In the past, the land leaves were all sorts of magic, which always made people feel inexplicably in the
clouds and mist.
But after today, they have seen the better of them!
Wiliam is very strong!
It is so strong that 99% of the people present look up to it!
Ten punches against the elders, this is not what people can do.
And after the resistance is over, giving up all the advantages, can still fight the elders for so long.
powerful!
Really powerful!
Wen Renqing couldn’t help asking his sister, “Can Wiliam win?”
Wen Ren rolled his eyes, “Sister, how much do you trust me now? Of course Wiliam can win.”
Wenren confided in his heart, and decades of feelings are really inferior to the one-time gods.
This time the two separated again.
Wiliam had obviously more injuries than before.
But his breath was surprisingly uniform.
Although Wen Ren Tianqing’s clothes were a bit messy, he was not substantially hurt.
It’s just that he gasped.
He sprayed Wiliam into a dog in his heart!
Bullying Laozi doesn’t have physical strength, isn’t it?
Young man, are you polite!
Just thinking about it, Wiliam rushed up again.
This time, everyone could tell that Wiliam was not only savage, but also cunning!
Relying on the young man’s body, he was actually biting.
This time, the two fought for more than ten minutes bang bang bang.

When Wen Ren Tianqing forcibly pulled away, he was already out of breath.
paralysis!
Wrong!
This kid has no exercises, no mind, no footwork, but horse riding has tactics!
No, I will be exhausted by him if he goes on like this!
Thinking of this, Wen Ren Tianqing took the initiative to rush up this time.
He was desperate!
Wiliamye, Wenren Tianqing is even more wild this time!
He seemed to be crazy, bombarding Wiliam!
I plan to either take this kid away in waves, or use up this kid’s physical strength!
Ten minutes passed again.
When the two were separated again, their complexions flushed red when they heard the rain.
He bent over, supported with both hands, both hands trembling slightly.
However, when he saw what was happening to Wiliam, he suddenly laughed!
Wiliam’s face was extremely pale, and he was panting like a cow.
Obviously, Wiliam had also consumed immense physical strength in this wave of current, and he
looked as if his internal strength was weak.
Finally stepped the horse to the same starting line.
“Hahahaha!” Wen Ren Tianqing laughed, his tactics steady!
The Wenren on the side couldn’t help but say, “This time…”
He didn’t finish speaking, but was interrupted by Wenren Qingqing.
Wen Renqing looked at Wiliam with a strange expression, “This time, the elder is afraid that he will be
blinded. He doesn’t understand Wiliam at all.”
When saying this, a picture emerged in Wen Renqinqing’s mind.
And as expected, as soon as he heard the words of Renren’s heart, Wiliam suddenly burst into a green
and blue aura…
Metaplasia!

